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The rest of the Semester

All of Chemistry

Today

Groups 1-IV
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Things everyone should know

Get to know the chemistry of the elements

How is each element found in nature

Reactions involving compounds with those elements

 Practical uses of those compounds
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Hydrogen

How is each element found in nature

(its almost all in water and hydrocarbons)
H2 made from methane reforming with steam

Reactions involving compounds with those elements
H+ oxidizing metals

H2 reducing compounds (like oxides)

 Practical uses of those compounds

2H2 + O2         2H2O
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Group 1 metals
Alkali Metals

All have a nS1 electronic configuration
Very low ionization energy

Behave like a metal (easily oxidized)
From +1 ion always

low boiling and melting points
react violently with water (and most anything else)

from basic hydride and oxides
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2Na +  2H2O        2Na+  +  2OH-  + H2(g)
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Best Reducing Agents 
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Group 1 elements will react with nearly anything

2Na(s)  +   Cl2(g)       NaCl(s)

3Li(s)  +   N2(g)       2Li3N(s)

4Na(s)  +   O2(g)        2Na2O(s)

reactions with air
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Hydrides and oxides are basic

Na2O(s)   + H2O(l)        2NaOH(aq)

Nucleophilic (wants nuclei) Electron rich

NaH(s)   + H2O(l)        2NaOH(aq) + H2(g)

H in -1 oxidation state (can deprotonate nearly anything)
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Where are they?  

Everywhere as ions

Na+, K+  are everywhere 
(Li+ because it has such a large charge 

density often makes insoluble compounds)
Rb, Cs, Fr very little in the universe

Na+ and K+ critical in biochemistry
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Practical Uses

Na+ and  K+ needed to keep your body functioning

Not to mention tasty

Li+   +   e-        Li     E = -3V  (most negative)

Make a great battery (high voltage)
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Group II metals
Alkali Earth Metals

All have a nS2 electronic configuration
Very low ionization energy

Behave like a metal (easily oxidized)
From +2 ion always

react with water (and most anything else)
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Difference compared to group 1

+2 ions have a very high charge density
Often they make insoluble compounds 

You'll find them as oxides, phosphates, 
sulfates, and carbonates

Sometimes mixed metal compounds 
Be3Al2Si6O18 (Beryl)

Emeralds = Beryl + Cr3+ ions
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A.    Magnesium

B.     Carbon

C.    They are the same

Which is easier to oxidize?
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Common Reactions

Ca + 2H2O           Ca2+ +  2OH-  +   H2
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Oxides are highly reactive
Very Basic

CaO  +   H2O          Ca2+  +  2OH-

Key component in cement

CaCO3  +  heat        CaO   + CO2
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Oddball  Be  makes some covalent compounds

All other are metallic

Ca2+ has a very high charge density
Make strong compounds

Not a surprise to find it in bones, teeth, concrete...
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Group III

Found as oxides

Al2O3   + Cr3+ = ruby
Al2O3 + Ti = sapphire
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Aluminum is a very useful metal
Where does it come from?

All "Bauxite" to begin with 
A mix of aluminum, iron, and silicon oxides

"Bayer process" to purify to only Al2O3 (Alumina)
(first dissolve in base only Al and Si compounds dissolve

the lower the temp and Al2O3 is less soluble so it fall out first)

Then heat it up with Carbon to get    Al + CO2
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Boric Acid

B(OH)3 + H2O          B(OH)4
-   +   H+

(toxic to many insects.  Disrupts metabolism 
and its abrasive)

NaBH4

Strong Reducing Agent

BH4
-  ("excess electrons")
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Group IV

Carbon Allotropes

Diamond   All sp3 carbon 

Very strong tetrahedral network
insulating

Graphite   All sp2 carbon in a plane
other p orbital give in-plane pi bond

delocalized pi electrons make graphite conductive
plane can "slip" over each other = pencil 
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C60 + nanotubes

"wrapped up" graphite
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Carbon chemistry = Organic Chemistry

We'll have two whole lectures just on this
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The other major player in Group IV

Silicon

the basis of all computer chips

Metallic Bonding
"thinking of all the atoms as one big molecule"
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Remember Molecular Orbitals??

2 
atoms

2 MO 
(like H2)

3 
atoms

3 MOs

3 
atoms

n 
atoms

4 MOs

n MOs
1/2 filled
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Metals, Insulators, Semiconductors

Where are the bands?

electrons move freely as there are lots of unoccupied 
states that are very close in energy
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Metals, Insulators, Semiconductors

Insulator unoccupied energy levels are 
much higher in energy

Note in graphite the sp2 electrons make a widely spaced 
band, but the remaining 2p orbitals make overlapping 

bands (metallic)
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Metals, Insulators, Semiconductors

Semiconductors, bands are close but there is a gap.
Need thermal energy to move into unoccupied states

Or dopant (add or remove an electron)
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Why is Silicon semiconducting
while Diamond is an insulator (same structure)

A.    Silicon is larger so their is less interaction between 
the atoms and a lower splitting between the levels

B.     Silicon is smaller so their is less interaction 
between the atoms and a lower splitting between the 
levels

C.    Silicon is larger so their is more interaction 
between the atoms and a greater splitting between the 
levels
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How might you "add an electron" to silicon? 

A.    Substitute a P for a silicon atom in the solid

B.     Substitute a B for a silicon atom in the solid

C.    Substitue a C for a silicon atom in the solid
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Group III will take an electron and "leave" a positive 
charge in the Si lattice    
P-doping (P = positive)

Group V will "give an electron" and resulting in a 
negative charge in the Si lattice    

N-doping (N = negative)
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Last but not least

Silicone (rubber)

Back bone

...-Si-O-Si-O-Si-O-Si-O-.....

Silicon can form two more bonds
Add various organic molecules for different properties

household "caulk", silly putty, ....
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Group V, VI, VII

Four very important chemicals

Phophoric Acid   (H3PO4)
Ammonia (NH3)

Sulfuric Acid  (H2SO4)
Chlorine Gas (Cl2)
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Sulfuric Acid

used for lots of things
Steel production

Phosphoric Acid Production
Recovery of Ammonia in Steel Production

Industrialized Nation = Nation with lots of Sulfuric Acid 
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Fertilizer 

Ammonia (N source) + 
Phosphoric Acid (P source)

Ammonia used to make Nitric Acid


